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Putting safety first: Rad Power Bikes announces
insurance partnership with Qover
Rad Power Bikes has teamed up with Qover, one of the largest
European e-bike insurance agents, to offer comprehensive
insurance.

Seattle/London, October 4, 2022 - More than 88,000 e-bikes and bicycles are stolen in the UK

each year. But now, protecting your e-bike is easier, safer, and more affordable than ever

because Rad Power Bikes has partnered with Qover – one of the largest e-bike insurance agents

in Europe – to give people the security they need. Available in various countries, Rad Power

Bikes and Qover offer bike riders comprehensive insurance – from an open helpline, coverage

for stolen and damaged bikes, and more.

Rad Power Bikes and Qover insurance packages: When it comes to insurance, it always comes

down to the best possible package. Here, the individual needs and preferences of the

policyholder play just as decisive a role as in selecting the right e-bike. Qover therefore offers

two different options. There is the standard protection starting at £58 per year for some Rad

Power bikes in the UK, which includes theft insurance.

So, if an insured e-bike from Rad Power Bikes falls victim to theft the Qover insurance will

provide compensation. The hotline, which is available around the clock, makes it easy to report

the theft and thus initiate the claim settlement. With the premium cover for £88 per year,

damage to your bike is also included in comparison to the Standard Plan.

Rad Power Bikes are designed with theft prevention in mind: Whilst Qover is here to protect an

e-bike from theft and material damages, Rad Power Bikes has gone the extra mile to design

their e-bikes with features that deter theft from happening in the first place.

-So simple, yet so effective: Whilst your Rad Power Bike is parked, the frame should be locked

to a sturdy and fixed object. For example: a bike rack, shed or post.
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ABOUT RAD POWER BIKES

About Rad Power Bikes™: Rad Power Bikes is the largest ebike brand in North America, with a community of
more than 350,000 riders in more than 30 countries and thousands of business customers. Founded in 2007, the
global consumer-direct company boasts a full lineup of affordable ebikes and accessories that are changing the

-Detailed wheel design: An e-bike’s motor is found in the rear wheel of the rim. To prevent

motor theft, Rad Bikes offers bikes with well-designed wheels that are securely welded to the

rim.

-Secure speed and distance monitoring: Rad Power Bikes feature an LCD display that

showcases the speed, distance, and power assistance levels to riders. All LCD displays are fitted

with a fixed installation, meaning it cannot be easily removed.

-Secure the battery additionally: Rad Power Bikes come with a key, so the rider is the only one

in control of easily replacing the e-bike’s battery.

-Safe serial number registration: All Rad Power Bikes include a unique serial number at the

front of the e-bike. After a rider writes down and/or takes a photo of the serial number, they can

register their e-bike with Bike Index, a free non-profit that helps identify and return lost bikes.

-Quick saddle removal: Thanks to Rad Power Bikes Quick Release Design, the e-bike’s saddle

can be easily removed from all models. To further prevent theft, riders should consider

removing the saddle while not on their bike.

Put safety and security first now:

The Rad Power Bikes and Qover insurance is now available for any new e-bike customers in the

UK, the Netherlands, Germany, France, and Belgium. Anyone that purchased a Rad Power Bike

within the last 12 months can also purchase coverage by contacting Qover directly. To learn

more, visit https://bike.qover.com/radpowerbikes.

About Qover:

As an international pioneer in the insurance industry, Qover designs, builds and distributes

innovative digital insurance solutions to help fast-growing companies. The leading European

InsurTech covers 2 million people across 32 countries. Its longstanding partners include

renowned companies such as Revolut, Deliveroo, Decathlon, Cowboy, and many others.
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way people and goods move. The global team of passionate ebike enthusiasts create products and service
solutions that are purpose built whether that be for commuting, adventuring, delivery, or hauling kids. The
company designs all of its products in-house at its Seattle headquarters and operates international offices in
Vancouver, British Columbia, Utrecht, the Netherlands, and has teams in Shanghai, China and Taipei, Taiwan.
The company has more than 20 Rad Mobile Service locations and 5 Rad Retail Stores and is expanding rapidly
to serve riders across the U.S., Canada and Europe. Recognized by TIME, Fast Company, and INC. as one of
the most innovative and influential companies in 2021, Rad Power Bikes is on a mission to build a world where
transportation is energy-efficient, enjoyable, and accessible to all.
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